Quantifying in vivo, site-specific changes in protein methylation with SILAC.
Interest in protein methylation has grown rapidly in recent years. Mass spectrometry-based proteomics is ideally suited to characterize protein modifications, but the multiplicity of methylated residues and the lack of efficient methods to enrich methylated proteins have limited the proteomic identification of protein methylation sites. In this protocol, we compare two metabolic labeling approaches, stable isotope labeling by amino acids in cell culture (SILAC) and its variant heavy methyl SILAC, for studying protein methylation. Instead of heavy lysine and arginine in the typical SILAC experiment, heavy methyl SILAC uses (13)C, (2)H methionine as the labeling amino acid. As cells convert methionine to S-adenosylmethionine, heavy methyl SILAC encodes a 4 Da mass tag for each methyl group, distinguishing between degrees of methylation is possible from mass difference alone. We provide a protocol for SILAC-based analyses of protein methylation and highlight the strengths and weaknesses of each method for targeted and proteomic analyses.